Looking for an Area 4 class?

Try Psychology!

**General Psychology**
Mondays, Wednesdays, & Fridays
9:00 - 9:50

The study of mind and behavior. Includes perception, motivation, learning, personality, social processes, and physiological processes.

**Science & Pseudoscience**
Tuesdays & Thursdays
17:00 - 18:15 or 18:30 - 19:45

Examine the methods for determining whether given claims are science or pseudoscience. Several controversial topics will be explored, with emphasis on coming to objective decisions about such claims. Topics include logical fallacies, the Scientific Method, creationism, global warming and climate change, Relativity theory, 9/11 Truth conspiracy, Quack medical claims and more.

**Human Factors in Science & Engineering**
Tuesdays & Thursdays
12:30 – 13:45

This course explores how human capabilities and limitations influence decision making and performance and how scientists and engineers can use knowledge of these factors to design workspaces and devices to maximize human capabilities and minimize human limitations.

No Prerequisites Required